
 

    

The Pediatric Heart of Northwest Oregon 
 
In the early 1970’s, there was a change.  The medical class completing their residency 
requirements for pediatrics were ready to help the world.  Most graduates stayed in their 
respective states but one; a young highly motivated New Yorker, decided to move with his 
family from the comforts of the east coast to the shores of the Pacific Northwest. 
 
Dr. Richard Steinberg was a newly formed clinician with a heart of gold.  Amazingly, he chose what was 
considered a rural market and the local community health clinic as his starting point.  The children of Woodburn, 
Oregon had no idea what level of special was now in the community.  Over the course of a few years, Dr. 
Steinberg created a name and a know-how, and he started what is now called Woodburn Pediatric Clinic on 
Progress Way in Woodburn, Oregon. 
 
There is a lot that makes Dr. Steinberg (and the other providers) spectacular and unique.  Dr. Steinberg notes the 
many times he did what was necessary to make sure staff in need got the extra help to be successful.  Dr. 
Steinberg notes the many times the practice did what was needed and what felt good to provide free care to 
make sure a patient got better was more important.  And, the real heart also resides in the staff who volunteer 
their time in their communities and go the extra mile to “be there” for patients and their families. 
 
Not everyone in Woodburn, Oregon has the means to travel to other cities for specialty care and many specialties 
may not take the type of health insurance coverage in possession by the area’s residents.  A growing need for 
coverage of specialized care in behavioral medicine and especially ADHD is always in view of a general 
pediatrician. 
 
Starting in the 1980s and culminating in a carved-out specialization at WPC almost ten years ago, clinicians and 
highly specialized support staff are positioned to help local and referred patients with the greatest pull for care 
for issues like ADHD.  Now the clinic warms the heart because they take care of everything, the body AND the 
mind.  The soul can be filled. 
 
If you are a newborn to an 18-year old who wants the best, the brightest, and the heart that keeps growing in a 
pediatric practice, the pinnacle is located right off Interstate 5, nestled between Portland and Salem in 
Woodburn, Oregon.  The coverage extends into a clinic with late hours and access 6 days a week. 
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